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            Abstract
Technologies such as batteries, biomaterials and heterogeneous catalysts have functions that are defined by mixtures of molecular and mesoscale components. As yet, this multi-length-scale complexity cannot be fully captured by atomistic simulations, and the design of such materials from first principles is still rare1,2,3,4,5. Likewise, experimental complexity scales exponentially with the number of variables, restricting most searches to narrow areas of materials space. Robots can assist in experimental searches6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 but their widespread adoption in materials research is challenging because of the diversity of sample types, operations, instruments and measurements required. Here we use a mobile robot to search for improved photocatalysts for hydrogen production from water15. The robot operated autonomously over eight days, performing 688 experiments within a ten-variable experimental space, driven by a batched Bayesian search algorithm16,17,18. This autonomous search identified photocatalyst mixtures that were six times more active than the initial formulations, selecting beneficial components and deselecting negative ones. Our strategy uses a dexterous19,20 free-roaming robot21,22,23,24, automating the researcher rather than the instruments. This modular approach could be deployed in conventional laboratories for a range of research problems beyond photocatalysis.
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                    Fig. 1: Autonomous mobile robot and experimental stations.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Hypothesis-led autonomous search strategy.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Output from the autonomous robotic search.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Selection and deselection of photocatalyst formulation components.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Virtual in silico experiments.[image: ]
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                Data availability


The implementation of the liquid-dispensing station, photolysis station and the workflow, along with three-dimensional designs for labware developed in the project, are available at https://bitbucket.org/ben_burger/kuka_workflow, the code for the robot at and the Bayesian optimizer is available at https://github.com/Taurnist/kuka_workflow_tantalus and https://github.com/CooperComputationalCaucus/kuka_optimizer. Additional design details can be obtained from the authors upon request.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Mobile robotic chemist.
The mobile robot used for this project, shown here performing a six-point calibration with respect to the black location cube that is attached to the bench, in this case associated with the solid cartridge station (see also Supplementary Fig. 11 and Extended Data Fig. 3a).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Laboratory space used for the autonomous experiments.
The key locations in the workflow are labelled. Other than the black location cubes that are fixed to the benches to allow positioning (see also Extended Data Fig. 1), the laboratory is otherwise unmodified.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Stations in the workflow.
a, Photograph showing the robot at the solid dispensing / cartridge station. The two cartridge hotels can hold up to 20 different solids; here, four cartridges are located in the hotel on the left. The door of the Quantos dispenser is opened using custom workflow software that interfaces with the command software that is supplied with the instrument before loading the correct solid dispensing cartridge into the instrument (Supplementary Video 3). Since the KUKA Mobile Robot is free-roaming and has an 820Â mm reach, it would be simple to extend this modular approach to hundreds or even thousands of different solids given sufficient laboratory space. b, Photograph showing the KUKA Mobile Robot at the photolysis station (see alsoÂ Supplementary Videos 3, 6). c, Photograph showing the KUKA Mobile Robot at the combined liquid handling/capping station. The robot can reach both the liquid stations and the Liverpool Inertization Capper-Crimper (LICC) station after six-point positioning, such that liquid addition, headspace inertization and capping can be carried out in a single coordinated process (seeÂ Supplementary Videos 3, 5), without any position recalibration. d, Photograph of the KUKA Mobile Robot parked at the headspace gas chromatography (GC) station. The gas chromatography instrument is a standard commercial instrument and was unmodified in this workflow.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Hydrogen evolution rates for candidate bioderived sacrificial hole scavengers.
Results of a robotic screen for sacrificial hole scavengers using the mobile robot workflow. Of the 30 bioderived molecules trialed, only cysteine was found to compete with the petrochemical amine, triethanolamine. Scavengers are labelled with the concentration of the stock solution that was used (5Â ml volume; 5Â mg P10). The error bars show the standard deviation.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Multipurpose gripper used in the workflow.
The gripper is shown grasping various objects. a, The empty gripper; b, gripper holding a capped sample vial (top grasp); c, gripper holding an uncapped sample vial (side grasp); d, gripper holding a solid-dispensing cartridge; and e, gripper holding a full sample rack using an outwards grasp that locks into recesses in the rack. The same gripper was also used to activate the gas chromatography instrument using a physical button press (see Supplementary VideoÂ 3; 1 min 52 s).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Timescales for steps in the workflow.
Average timescales for the various steps in the workflow (sample preparation, photolysis and analysis) for a batch of 16 experiments. These averages were calculated over 46 separate batches. These average times include the time taken for the loading and unloading steps (for example, the photolysis time itself was 60 min; loading and unloading takes an average of 28 min per batch). The slowest step in the workflow is the gas chromatography analysis.





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
This file contains Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Notes. This file presents the technical specifications of the robot, the experimental stations, workflow benchmarking, the sacrificial hole scavenger screen, control experiments, in silico benchmarking of the search algorithm, experimental robustness tests, and 24/7 monitoring of the workflow.


Supplementary Data
This file contains the data that was obtained during the autonomous search. This includes the masses and volumes suggested by the optimizer, mass and volumes measured during the autonomous experiment, and the GC measurements (amounts of hydrogen evolved).


Supplementary Video 1
This video shows the autonomous system from a bird'sÂ eye view running over 48 hours with a speed up factor of 2,880.


Supplementary Video 2
This video shows the autonomous system from a bird'sÂ eye view running in the dark; speed up factor = 360.


Supplementary Video 3
This video shows a close-up of all steps in the workflow at various speeds (20x â€“ 100x).


Supplementary Video 4
This video shows a liquid module dispensing 1 mL of water using PID control (double speed).


Supplementary Video 5
This video shows the cap crimping process (double speed).


Supplementary Video 6
This video shows the vibratory mixing used in the photolysis station (double speed).
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